
universal rebate ticket (urt)  
      Individual discount types (e.g. Money value, time, percentage or  
different tariff) 

   Collect multiple tickets from various providers to lower parking fees
   Generate statistical reports of discounts in the Zeag Management System 
by means of account, car park and station 

100% Free parking – Visitor tickets
   Popular in business centres, hospitals, hotels and other facilities
     High customer friendliness and convenience in parking
   This ticket replaces the entrance ticket and allows a straightforward  
way to exit the parking 

product description 
   Stand-alone printer
   1 button for 1 validation type
   Thermal receipt paper 
   Barcode scanner required at Payment Station, Fee Computer or  
Exit stations

   Temperature: 0°C to +40 °C (indoor installation)
     NIMH (Nickel Metal Hydride) AA format rechargeable battery
   Recharger power supply: 100 to 240 VAC 
   Weight: approx. 450 g (including paper and power supply) 

product features
   Voucher is thermal printed using a low cost receipt paper
   Fully auditable
   Unique number for each voucher
   Encrypted Barcode to avoid fraudulent validation
   Validation types can be combined in same car park with other Zeag 
validation solutions

options
    4 discounts from one ValiPrint – applicable to different types of validation 
such as money value, time, percentage or different tariff

reduce your parking Fee

Rebate tickets can be provided 
in many different forms and 
applications. Typically giving 
a discount for parking fees by 
handing out a rebate or free exit 
ticket. These types of tickets are 
generally produced in advanced 
at the Coding Station and handed 

out to retailers, hotels, congresses etc. to attract more customers to 
the parking facility. Individual Rebate tickets can also be created at 
the Fee Computer XR.

  Flexible Light and portable voucher printer ergonomically styled for 
retail environment.

  Promote your store Brand your logo on each voucher 
for additional advertisement. 

  Analysis of discounts Every voucher is statistically 
registered and can be analyzed per account through the Zeag Management 
System. 

  Multiple validation Collect rebate tickets and accumulate 
discount to lower the parking fee.

  Fast discount Rebate tickets are produced in advanced and 
handed out to the customer.

  100% Free Parking Give your customers free exit with 
a  visitor ticket.

The ValiPrint is a simple and easy 
to use printer to issue barcode 
discount vouchers. A typical 
application is in retail shops that 
offer discounted parking fees to 
customers that buy goods from 
the store. The voucher is printed by 
the shop staff and handed to the 
customer. Payment or exit stations 

will then scan the barcode and re-calculate the fee with the pre-
determined discount. Multiple discount vouchers can be used. 


